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TO MAKE IT FAST, KEEP IT SIMPLE
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W

orking mothers often
struggle between
managing work,
home and children,
leaving them with little time
to cook, despite being fond of
cooking and experimenting in
the kitchen. Besides, every
now and then the family looks
forward to something beyond
rice, chapati, dal and curry.
And also, pre-cooking
arrangements take up a lot of
time. One such working
mother shares the story of
how she invested in Glen
appliances, thereby, making
her cooking quick and easy:
I hunted for solutions
before landing at one of the
Glen stores with a friend of
mine. And recently, she and I
decided to invest in a few

appliances, such as a chopper,
food processor, hand blender,
mixer grinder and a multifunction blender, all from
Glen. I liked them all.
However, I knew I still won’t
have enough time to cook.
After work hours, I like to be
stationed on a lounger and
not toil in the kitchen. But
simple appliances, I realised,
can make cooking easier.
My aim is fast and easy
cooking, that I personally
want to do for my family. No
more chopping countless
tomatoes and onions before
cooking, as it consumes a lot
of time. The Glen chopper
does it all. One of the first
things I made with the
chopper was salsa. It is a
great combination for chips,
nachos or Indian papad. Just
put in roughly cut tomatoes,
parsley, some green chilli and
half an onion. Press the
button for 15 seconds. And —
voilà! — the salsa is ready.
Another interesting way to
use the chopper with a disc is
to make fluffy omelettes.
I discovered that the food
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processor can perform 21 precooking tasks. To name a few,
it has a kneader, a juicer, and
different blades for vegetable
chopping. It even allows
potato chipping in French fry
cuts. What I like best is that
kneading is no more a messy
task, especially when I get my
nails done. The food processor
does the task; all you have to
do is take out the dough from
the bowl.
Talking to my colleagues, I
have learnt that most timepressed cooks like me want
week-night meals to be fast,
simple and easy. Another
equipment that I bought is the
hand blender. With the push
of a button, I can now easily
mash, chop and puree. In fact,
due to its stainless steel arm, I
use it very often in blending
hot soups or sarson ka saag.
On the way out of the store,
I noticed one cute, small air
fryer. After looking into its
health benefits, and knowing
that it can save upto 80% oil
in frying, I bought one. My
daughter enjoys French fries
and by using this appliance, I
can serve her favourite snacks
without any guilt. It will also
come handy during the festive
season when traditional
Indian food is cooked.
My friend, who is also my
neighbour, bought the Glen
mixer grinder and the multifunction blender. She shares
that the mixer grinder adds
convenience to cooking. How?
She says it comes with three
jars — a liquidizer jar to
prepare tomato puree, shakes,
and smoothies, etc., a grinder
jar to grind whole spices or
wet grinding of dal for idli,
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and a chutney jar for making
tangy chutneys and sauces.
The second appliance — a
multi-function blender — is
slim and compact. Since the
blending vessel also doubles
up as a bottle after blending, I
often see her carrying healthy
drinks to office. She even
makes protein shakes for her
husband after his workout.
Tempted by the health
drinks, I visited her home to
check out the multi-function
blender. It comes with two
unbreakable food-grade jars
and two blades — one for
grinding the hardest of
masalas and making chutney,
and the other for making
smoothies, blends, and mixes
in a jiffy.
Believe me, this festive
season, I want to add this
appliance to my kitchen. All
these additions definitely help
in making the food delicious
and easy to cook. Simplifying
cooking now becomes easy
with Glen easy-to-use
appliances.
For busy ladies, it is a way
to change their routine

cooking into smart cooking.
Trust me, I don’t like meal
plans; it takes away the
element of surprise from the
table. The last thing I can
share from my experience is
that if pre-cooking
arrangements like chopping,
grinding and making chutney
are taken care of, cooking is
not a big deal for anyone. Live
better and eat healthy!
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Delhi gets into the rhythm with
Indie Evenings
O

ne of Delhi-NCR’s
favourite food and
lifestyle destinations,
The Walk, Worldmark
Aerocity, recently launched
their musical initiative,
Indie Evenings — a weekly
musical extravaganza.
After back-to-back
rocking performances at
Indie Evenings, the crowd
recently witnessed Hindi
rock band Antariksh
mesmerise them with a mix
of contemporary fusion,
rock and retro music.
The Walk, Worldmark, is
becoming one of the most
popular live-music spots
with Indie Evenings for the
young and vibrant music
enthusiasts. For its mixed
bag of visitors from around
the globe, some of Delhi’s
famous bands such as The
Suryansh Project, Seasons,
and Sharmaji and Happy
Factory, will be performing
in the coming weeks, giving
an enthralling yet surreal
experience to international
and domestic patrons.
With more than 17 food
counters and a large
number of standalone
restaurants, the Walk offers
more than 20 restaurants,
clubs, bars and cafes. It
serves cuisines ranging
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from regional Indian to PanAsian, French, Italian,
Continental, and various
global cuisines offered by
Plum by Bent Chair, LIV
Bar- a fine lounge, and One8
by Virat Kohli, among many
others. They all have
sumptuous food and
refreshing drinks to make
The Walk a perfect hang-out
destination for its visitors.
Speaking on the occasion,
Mohit Pruthi, head of
Food Capital at The Walk, Worldmark
retail and marketing, The
Aerocity; (Below) Band Antariksh
Walk, Worldmark Aerocity,
performing at Indie Evenings
said, “The Walk,
Worldmark, was
established not only to
cater to the young and
enthusiastic crowd of
Delhi NCR, but also to
people who come to India
from different corners of
the world. Through our
initiative of Indie
Evenings, we want people
to know the music of
India and enjoy it. We
intend to create a
harmonious mix of
genres, that is fresh and
global address that
soulful, along with
offers over 0.3 million sq ft
with technology-driven
sumptuous food and
of premium F&B and retail
facilities, Worldmark
refreshing drinks, to make a
destinations, and has now
Aerocity is the newest
perfect hangout destination
garnered the position of
bustling centre of
for all the music lovers in
Delhi-NCRs newest
commerce, finest retail and
the city.”
shopping, food and beverage
F&B destination in DelhiStrategically located,
stop. Visit here to enjoy
NCR. The Walk at
intelligently designed and
world-class cuisines and
Worldmark Aerocity is
equipped
unique dining formats. HTC
positioned as the new

After blackface sweater row,
Gucci rolls out scholarship
for the under-represented
oving on from “a
powerful learning
moment” over the $890
(₹63,285) sweaters that
resembled blackface, Italian
fashion house Gucci has
undertaken a multi-pronged
approach to boost diversity in
the fashion industry. The most
recent effort entails a $1.5
million (₹10.67crore) US
university scholarship
programme aimed at students
who are “traditionally
underrepresented” in the
fashion industry.
The Gucci Changemakers
was expanded earlier this year
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Gucci has recently undertaken
numerous initiatives to promote
diversity
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Caught on Insta
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Dressed in blue, actor Akshay Kumar posted this picture from his
recent trip to the UK. “#MidWeekBlues Anyone, after a midweek holiday?” he captioned the photo.

to include external outreach
after the controversy over a
black wool balaclava sweater
that evoked racist imagery of
blackface. The initiative was
announced in March with the
aim of supporting “industry
change and to foster unity
through community action”.
The scholarships for
students attending four-year
universities will consider
ethnic and gender diversity.
Among its responses to
date, Gucci hired Renée E
Tirado as a global director for
diversity, based in New York,
in July. Gucci has also

announced $1 million (₹7crore)
in grants to community-based
organisations focusing on
education; social justice and
equity; and art and culture.
Lawyer and writer Yaseen
Eldik, who is co-chair of the
Changemakers Council, said,
“Our goal is to break down
barriers, particularly
financial, and make fashion
for diverse and inclusive.”
The fashion house has also
hired three new designers
with diverse backgrounds for
its Rome design office, and is
in the process of hiring two
more.
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